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• The US Dollar Index preserved its bullish momentum after having gained %0.7 last week and

touched its highest level in two decades above 110.00 early Monday. The cautious market mood

helps the greenback continue to outperform its rivals as investors await Sentix Investor

Confidence and Retail Sales data from the euro area while keeping an eye on headlines

surrounding the energy crisis. The US market will be closed due to the Labor Day holiday and the

trading action could remain subdued in the second half of the day.

• Nonfarm payrolls rose by 315,000, beating the 298,000 increase expected in a survey compiled by

Bloomberg, while July saw a downward revision to a 526,000 increase. The unemployment rate

rose to 3.7% from 3.5%, compared with calls for the rate to remain unchanged, while the

participation rate increased to 62.4% from 62.1%. Hourly earnings rose 0.3%, slower than the

0.4% gain anticipated.

• Meanwhile, the data from China showed that the Caixin Services PMI declined to 55 in August

from 55.5 in July.
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 The EUR/USD pair opens with a modest bearish gap on the first day of a new week and flirts

with the yearly low surrounding the 0.9900 threshold amid mixed concerns and the US Labor

Day holiday. That said, the major currency pair seesaws around 0.9920 during the Asian session.

 Hours after the Group of Seven leaders agreed to implement a price cap on Russian oil, Gazprom

cancelled the resumption of gas flows through the Nord Stream 1 pipeline citing an oil leak in a

turbine. This, in turn, fuels worries about a potential economic recession in the Eurozone, which,

along with a stronger US dollar, exerts downward pressure on the major.

 A sustained move below the 0.9900 level will send the main pair to 02 December 2002 low

around 0.9860, followed by 29 October 2002 low surrounding 0.9800. Alternatively, the pullback

move can initially aim for the 0.9950 resistance ahead of challenging the parity level.
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 GBP/USD slides to the fresh low since March 2020 as the cable traders await the UK PM

Leadership results on Monday. That said, the cable trades take offers near 1.1480 during early

Monday.

 It’s worth noting that the pre-result anxiety joins the fears of a worsening energy crisis in the UK

and more noise surrounding the US-China tussle to exert downside pressure on the pair.

However, the Labor Day holiday in the US appears to challenge the momentum traders.

 An bearish support line from May 13 restricts the immediate downside of cable, around 1.1445.

In case of breaching the latter, March 2020 low surrounding 1.1410 could act as the last defense

for the buyers. On the contrary, the immediate resistance is seen at 1.1500 level, followed by the

internal trend line from August 23 low at 1.1550.
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 USD/JPY nullifies early Asian session gains while dropping to 140.25 heading into Monday’s

European session. As US Nonfarm Payrolls (NFP) remained upbeat last week, the DXY has

become a darling asset for the market participants.

 On the Tokyo front, investors are awaiting the release of the second-tier economic data on

Monday. The Jibun Bank Services PMI data is expected to remain stable at 49.2. While the

release of Japan’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) data will remain a key event ahead. The

quarterly GDP is expected to improve to 0.7% against the prior release of 0.5%. While the

annualized data is seen as extremely higher at 2.9% vs. 2.2% recorded earlier.

 July’s peak near 139.40 challenges the short-term downside of the yen pair ahead of uptrend

line, near 138.88. On the other hand, Should the asset break the resistance of 140.50, the

greenback bulls will send the major towards 20 August 1998 low at 141.50.
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 XAU/USD treads water at around $1,710 during Monday’s Asian session as the US holiday

challenges momentum traders. In doing so, the bright metal ignores the firmer US Dollar, as well

as challenges to the risk appetite.

 That said, the US Dollar Index (DXY) prints mild gains as it seesaws around 110.00 after rising

to the fresh high since 2002 during the early Asian session. The underlying reason should be the

weekend headlines surrounding the escalating energy crisis in Europe, as well as the US-China

tension.

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass the resistance of $1,720, which will send the precious

metal to the downtrend line from August 15 high around $1,730. On the contrary, the downside

move can initially aim for the $1,700 support ahead of challenging last weeks low around $1,690.
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 US stocks closed lower Friday following data showing the economy added more jobs than

expected in August while the unemployment rate rose. Energy was the sole gainer, while

communications services was the steepest decliner.

 The S&P 500 down 1.07% to 3,924.27. Should the asset drops below the 3,900 support, further

fall will be expected for index. An occurrence of the same will drag S&P 500 to May 20 low

surrounding 3,800. On the other hand, if the bulls can push the price above the resistance of

4,000, they will aim the downtrend line from August 16 high, near 4,070.

 In company news, Lululemon Athletica raised its full-year guidance after beating sales and

earnings expectations in the fiscal second quarter as strong demand, rather than markdowns and

price promotions, continues to drive growth.
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